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Medicine is not treasure patient communty rally takes place in Kyiv (5)
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Activists of patient organizations hold "golden pills", symbolizing the overstated prices for medicines in Ukraine, and posters reading messages such as : "Medicines are not jewelry", "Pills are not diamonds" or "Make medicine prices lower", during a protest rally in front of the Ukrainian Parliament in Kiev on October 28, 2019. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists of patient organizations hold "golden pills" - symbolizing overstated prices for medicines in Ukraine - and posters reading "Medicines are not jewelry", "Pills are not diamonds", "Make medicine prices lower" during their protest action at the Ukrainian Parliament in Kiev on October 28, 2019. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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An activist of patient organizations holds a "golden pill" - symbolizing overstated prices for medicines in Ukraine - during their protest action at the Ukrainian Parliament in Kiev on October 28, 2019. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists of patient organizations hold "golden pills" - symbolizing overstated prices for medicines in Ukraine - and posters reading "Medicines are not jewelry", "Pills are not diamonds", "Make medicine prices lower" during their protest action at the Ukrainian Parliament in Kiev on October 28, 2019. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists of patient organizations give out "golden pills" - symbolizing overstated prices for medicines in Ukraine - to lawmakers during their protest action at the Ukrainian Parliament in Kiev on October 28, 2019. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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